The Law and the Rainbow
The Guide Promise and LawAre they dull? Do they bore?
Please don't fuss, they're not to us!
We have colours from a rainbow, gay,
Colours to brighten our Guiding way.

Law 1

Purple, the colour regal and royal.
Purple is honest, trusted and loyal
Purple is deep, our virtue to keep.
So to our Country and our Queen,
Purple makes sure our loyalty is seen
Law2
Orange is autumn when the leaves need sweeping
Orange flames from the campfire leaping
Orange is bold – doesn't wait to be told
Dressy, helpful and useful too
Orange is the colour from law number two.
Law 3
To elderly folk with hair of grey
We are always polite and help if we may
The law is 3, so grey tries to be
Considerate, courteous and very kind
Making quite sure our manners we mind
Law 4
Pink is the colour of a rose
Towards our sisters our love grows
When we think of the colour pink
Law 4 for a sister and a friend
For the helping hand that we extend
Law 5
Green send our thoughts where the air is free
Green is the grass and the leaves on the tree
Green is Spring – a living, breathing thing
Kindness to animals it would seem
When the law is 5, the colour is green
Law 6
The sixth law comes to our head
When we see the colour red
Red traffic lights, our family's rights
Upholding the right, being good every day.
Rules for daily living we must try to obey

Law 7
Yellow is gay, happy and bright,
Yellow is brave, bold and light.
So yellow to us – means please don't fuss
Yellow seven will mean this to you.
Our cheerful courage will see us through
Law 8
The clocks that tick the time away,
On and on both night and day
Bring a frown – so law eight is brown
Planning, preparing – everything must rhyme
A guide makes good use of her time!
Law 9
Blue is the colour of the sky
Blue is the colour of aiming high.
We must take care of things we own and share
Learn to appreciate yours and mine
Blue is the colour for Guide Law 9
Law 10
What could be purer than the colour white?
Fresh laundry is a beautiful sight
White and clean – never obscene
Think before speaking, does things right,
Law number 10 can only be white.
Gold is precious, gold is a ring
And like our Promise a beautiful thing
Gold is fine – it likes to shine.
Respecting our promise to foe and friend
Gold we find at the rainbow's end
That brings our story to an end,
So the moral is, my friend,
Colours live and colours give
Brightness to our Guiding Laws
The Rainbow is ours – it can be yours.

